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l. An lntertectlon mean3
a) a place whEre the roads cross orjoin,
b) road/railway grade€eparated crossing,
c) a placs where the road changes direction.

2, Stopplng a Yehlcle meane
a) every intenuption of driving,
b) putting the motor vehicle into inactive conditions for a time inevitable necessary

for fast gefting on and gefting ofi of transported persons,
c) interruption of driving due to reasons independent on the will of the driver.

3. A drlver ie obliged
a) to give way to a cyclist riding across the crossing for cyclists, only if such crossing is litted

with a light alarm equipment,
b) to give way to a cyclist riding across the crossing for ryclists,
c) to impede in driving of vehicles driving at higher speed.

4. Vohlcloa can drivo beelde each other contlnuously,
a) only if they drive through a one-way road with two driving lanes in a municipality,
b) only if th€y driv€ on a highway and on a speedway,
c) if traffic on a road with two or more driving lanes in one driving direction is so heavy

that the continuous lanes of vehicles are created, in which a driver of the motor vehicle can
drive only at such speed that depends on the speed of vehicles driving in front of him.

5, A driver In the alea of a stop for vehlcles of rogular public transportation
a) is obliged to be increasingly cautious,
b) is obliged to stop the vehicle,
c) is obliged to turn on equipment enabling waming function of direction indicator lamps.

6, lf drive|r of oncomlng vehlclea cannot safoly get out of way, whlch drlver is obliged
to glvo way?

a) at which driving side is the obstacle or nanowed road,
b) at which side there is no nanowed road,
c) that drives to the obstacle at lower speed.

7, A ddver when enterlng a rcad from a rcsldentlal area or a pedestrlan area
a) is not obliged io give way to a vehicle driving on the road,
b) is obliged to give way to a vehicle driving on the road,
c) is obliged to give way only to a vehicle driving on the road from the left.
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8, Per3ons can move on the pavement in a tunnel only (2 points)

a) in time from 00:00 a.m. until 04:00 a.m.
b) on the right shoulder,
c) in connection with ensuring safety of the road traffic, if they wear a reflective (high-visibility)

safety clothing.

9. A participant of a trafflc accldent is obliged (2 points)

a) to remain at the place of the trafiic accident, it is not applied, if ho identified himself
to other participants of the traffic accident,

b) to remain at the plaoe of the traffic accident until the arrival of the policeman or to return
to this place immediately affer providing or calling help or after reporting the traffic accident,

c) to remain at the place of the traffic accident until the arrival of the tow service.

10, Podestrians who croes tho croesing dssignated for pedestriane, (2 points)

a) have right of way over vehicles with preferential driving right,
b) must not smoke,
c) must have a view on drivers of incoming vehicles mainly by not crossing individually,

but in groups.

I L To give instruction for stopplng of a vehicle is entitled (2 points)

a) a pedestrian going on the right shoulder,
b) an employee of the distrlct authority,
c) a person taken on for ensuring safe operation of the railway crossing.

12. lf there is a contlnuoua anow, ice or frost cover on the surface of the road, driver (2 points)
of a motor vohicle of Mr and Ni category can use auch v€hicle in a road traffic only, if

a) he has motor hull insurance,
b) ils driving axle is fitted with winter tyres,
c) its every axle is fitted with winter tyres.

13. lf a policeman, while dir€cting trafflc, glves instruction by waving hie hand up (1 point)
and down, lt mgans

a) stop the vehicle,
b) reduce driving speed,
c) increase driving speed.

14, A vehlcle ls conslde]€d to be technlcally incapable for trafflc on rcad communications, (1 point)

tf
a) some of the light equipment necessary for safety of traffic on road communication is missing

or it is inconectly situated, does not work or does not meet the prescribed conditions,
thus immediate danger threatens,

b) the highest point of the aciive lighting area of brake lights is lower than 1500 mm above
the level of the pavement,

c) it is not fitted with equipment for connecting vehicles.

15. compul8ory oqulpment of a motor vehicle of M, N, T, C and P. category are (1 point)

a) at least a ten-litre reserve of fuel and at least a two-litre reserve of cooling liquid in separate
containers; not applicable for one-track motor vehicles,

b) nutsand bolts for dimension of wheel designated by manufacturer,
c) homologized portable warning triangle.
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16. This traffic aign with the addltional panel means:
a) Method of bypassing four obstacles,
b) Four turns, first to the right,
c) Danger - sliding in the segment of 4 km.

17. Thls tratflc slgn means:
a) No standing of vehicles, of which width exceeds the indicated limit;

while instantaneous width including load is determining,
b) No entry of vehicles of width up to 2.5 m,
c) No entry for vehicles wider than the specified limit;

while instantaneous width including load is determining.

18. Thie traffic slgn moana:
a) No U-turn,
b) End of U-turn prohibition,
c) Mandatory driving direction.

19. Thls trafflc slgn meana:
a) Path for specified users; instructs pedestrians and cyclists to use

the joint lane or path marked like this in the specmed direction;
pedestrians and cyclist must not endanger each other mutually,

b) No entry for pedestrians and cyclists,
c) Path to a bike shop.

20, This trafflc slgn m€ans:
a) End of parking place,
b) End of speedway,
c) End of reserved driving lane.
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2l. This trafflc elgn
a) informs on change and continuation of bypass or bypass route due

to a closed road communication.
b) indicates a zone with traftic limit beginning from this traffic sign,
c) informs on traffic restriction in one part of a municipality.

22. Thle tratflc elgn moana:
a) No standing,
b) Parking places with lengthwis€ standing,
c) Stop for buses or trolleybuses.

23. Thi3 traffic algn means
a) highway,
b) advanced sign before an intersection,
c) direction board.

(2 points)
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24. The green vehicle will cross
the intor€ection a9

a) the third one.
b) the second one.
c) the first one.

(3 points)

25. The socond vehicle to cross
the inter€ection will be

a) the green one,
b) the blue one,
c) the red one.
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26. The last vehicle to cross
the intersection will be

a) the red vehicle,
b) your vehicle,
c) the green vehicle.

(3 points)

27. Vehicles will cross
tho intel€ection in the
following order:

a) 1. red, 2. your vehicle, 3. yellow,
4, green,

b) 1, your vehicle, 2. red, 3. yellow,
4. green,

c) 1. yellow,2. green, 3. red,4. your
vehlcle.
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